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Read Rest Seat, Round Individual Low
Stool
 1 review

JAMDOK

$35.99

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

USA HARDWOOD: Only made from USA grown oak hardwood 

ONE-PIECE MOLDING: Hassel-Free, no assembly needed, ready to use out of box, stable

and sturdy. 

NATURAL OIL FINISHED: finished with all-natural vegetable oil and wax, without any

artificial color added. 

ROUND STOOL LEGS: Polished and rounded oak stool legs, prevent bumps and damage,

and provide children safety protection and your floors. 

SILENT ANTI-SKID: The bottom felt anti-skid pad can prevent friction, silent and noiseless

while moving, provide protection from nicks, dents and scratches. 

WIDELY USED: Step stool, building blocks, reading books, draw painting, stools are just

the right size and height, and can be placed in various scenes to provide temporary

convenience 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: The stool size is 11”L * 11”W * 9”H , if you have any questions

about the product, you can send us an email or give us a call, we will give you a

satisfactory answer.
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Martinez

Comfy stool for various use
This stool is very comfortable and sturdy to use for everyday activity. You can use it to
sit on and place your socks and shoes on when you can't bend down. It's small enough
that you can take it to places like picnics or the park if you want to be off the grass. Little
kids can also use this too and it looks fun for them to use.
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